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The topic of Power Objects (POs) is the most genius chapter in the world. Reaching higher levels of
spiritual success is only possible with POs. The number one most important thing to remember is
that you can turn yourself into a PO through your Personal Mantra (See February & July 2015 articles
archived on my website, www.ToLoveAllServeAll.com). You can turn your bones, eyes, hair, nails, all
of your body into a PO. Never depend on a PO outside yourself but learn how to use them to
compliment you as the PO. Today, you will learn about some of the key mechanisms of Power
Objects.
What is a Power Object?
A PO is just that, an object that contains power. There are two kinds of POs: Natural and
Supernatural. Natural POs are made by nature and Supernatural POs are made by a Divine soul or
spiritual master. In this creation, power must have an object to flow through. Similarly, mantras must
have a yantra in order for one to experience a divine energy channel. Once you know how to create
and operate a PO, anything is possible; the sky is the limit! POs provide huge protection circles.
Whatever soul created a supernatural PO or stored their powers there is present in every PO and
that is often why people are attracted to them.
Examples of Natural POs
• Peacock feathers
• Rudraksha seeds
• Right sided conch shell
• Falling stars
• Starfish
Examples of Supernatural Power Objects
• The #1 top Power Object is the Venkateshwara Statue in Tirupati, India.
• Pictures, statues or rocks that produce honey, a fragrant oil, kumkum or ash.
• Any object given by Mother Divine or Father Divine or any Divine soul during a darshan (seeing
them with your eyes open).
• The four buried flames that are self-maintained in Shirdi, India near the neem tree.
• Any cloth used on Shirdi Sai Baba’s statue in Shirdi or Penukonda, India.
Top 10 Points on Power Objects
1. If you know how to operate a Power Object, you are a spiritual genius. Once you begin operating
it, the energy will start to multiply millions of times in you.
2. Power Objects are one of the shortest shortcut methods to easily connect with Mother Divine, the
soul who gave you the object or created it, or any Divine soul. Mother Divine stays in all POs.
3. The spiritual powers called siddhis are in every PO.
4. Power Objects recharge you and generate background support to you, 1,000%. POs bring
courage, braveness, confidence, faith, inspiration, it brings them all. You can heal yourself or others
with a PO. You can decharge negative energy and stress into a PO and it transforms it into light.

POs help rebalance energy.
5. Each PO has a PIN code that is necessary to know in order to implement its energy. There are
some POs that when you hold them, the energy positively affects you even without knowing the PIN
code. When you have the PIN code, it opens up the higher level of the energy. Once a person has
grown in soul capacity, I teach them PIN codes.
6. Illusions play around POs and they can disappear or you can lose it. If your soul power is not
ready to hold or handle that energy, or if a PO is ever misused or abused, the PO will automatically
run away from you. If you ever loose a PO, do not get down; lift your vibration in integrity to
magnetize it back.
Jesus received a lot of POs, buried them in India, and he left. He thought he would come back to get
all his POs but the illusion hit. If he had gone with all his POs, there was no way the negativity could
attack him the way it did. The illusion played out and made him keep everything in India. He later
returned to India after the crucifixion.
7. If you do crazy, egotistic stuff with a PO, it can start to ruin your life.
8. A Master fixes a PO specifically to your soul through a special process. They never just give it;
before they give it, they need a minimum of a seven-day period to fix it for your soul.
9. You can learn how to create a PO and transfer your energy into it and store it there.
10. No matter what, do not ever lose or give away your PO. Even if you feel uncomfortable, no
matter what you start thinking about it, do not throw it out or give it to someone. Keep it. Just lock it
up or put it away somewhere.
It is a golden statement that POs pull a lot of divine energy. POs do not lose their power. They
automatically keep channeling the energy.
What can you do with a Power Object?
✓ Meditate: Whenever you meditate, hold or just keep your POs around you.
✓ Sleep: Wherever and whenever you are sleeping, POs should be kept in your bedroom.
You can sleep with them but be sure they do not fall on the floor. The energy really lifts
your soul step by step.
✓ Heal: Give healings with your POs and allow people to hold or touch them but never allow
anyone to steal your POs or the energy in them.
✓ Purify: Put Baba’s abishek (holy water) water on your POs. Give them an abishek at least on the
full and new moons to clean them.
Be Careful When Showing Your Power Objects
Kaleshwar was not the only person who has the knowledge of POs. You can share your POs with
people for healing, your friends, or any normal person who you feel comfortable with who are loving
and clear. However, never give your POs to any powerful saint or healer more powerful than you. I
know saints who publically have either stolen POs or stole the energy from a PO from innocent
people who were coming to them for a blessing, hug or just to have a conversation. I consider this
action a soul crime.

Power Object Processes For You
If you put a Jesus picture in your home and look at it, during the first month you see it as a normal
picture. The second month you can start to see a little difference because his presence is there.
After one year, you can see a huge presence is growing inside that picture. After five years,
something changes in that picture. It is really dazzling because it comes alive!
My spiritual brother, friend, guru, and enlightened master Sri Kaleshwar, who certified me to be a
Soul Doctor, was an expert and had the super specialization in this creation on POs. He had the PIN
code to all POs on this earth. Saints from all over the globe came to him to solve problems with their
POs. He was graced with top POs because his intentions were to use them to help lift humanity and
grow masters. When Kaleshwar was asked what his greatest Power Objects were, he answered,
“My students”.
The powers of a PO must be used to help others for the energy to grow supernaturally. Miracle
healings have already and continue to occur with the work I do as an instrument of the Divine, as I
do use POs. If you are interested in experiencing healing with a Power Object, in September please
see me in the healing sanctuary by the entrance to the main stage at BhaktiFest, held at the Joshua
Tree Retreat Center on September 10-13, 2015. See http://west.bhaktifest.com/healing-sanctuary/
for more details.
Stay tuned next month as we explore the fourth necessary spiritual weapon to reach the highest
stage in spirituality, called a Soul Object.
Juleann Bukovchik Boyce is a certified Soul Doctor. Avatar Sri Sai Kaleshwar entrusted her with the
original lost teachings and healing techniques of Jesus and Buddha and their shared East-West
lineage. She teaches and gives healings in her private practice based in Los Angeles and leads
sacred power journeys to India. Phone (310) 869-4617 email SoulDocJuleann@gmail.com or visit
http://www.toloveallserveall.com
	
  
	
  
	
  

